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This is the first book in the new series Hadley s Hellions Giles is estranged from his father
for most of his life,and harass by his brother He doesn t want to take over for his father after
his demised He enjoys his radical political views as equal rights for all Maggie likes political
views as titles and lands stay as they are, she helps her father in his political views.Maggie
husband passes away and she doesn t want to go through that heartbreak again Giles
doesn t want to marry, based on way his father treated his mother Yet when there is a
scuffle at a voting area, it is Giles who comes to her rescue They have instant connection,
but know they are of different class She s a lady and he s a bastard.Giles brother has his
sites on Maggie and tell Giles he is to leave her alone Giles meets Maggie and lets her
know about his brother attention, she tells him she has turned him down Maggie ask Giles
to have an affair, during which they find outabout each other She points out to Giles he can
t let the people down once his father passes.Well written story each page allows to see their
up and downs and love wins out in the end Can t wait for the next book. This book was the
first that I have ever read by Ms Julia Justiss and may I just say she does historical
romance the right way.Maggie is a widow with a turbulent past when it comes to men so
when she meets Giles and her attraction is immediate she debates if he is worth it Maggie
is a strong heroine who will definitely not cower away while her man takes care of
everything, which in my opinion made the book quite a bitenjoyable then the historical s
where the women swoon at every little thing.Giles is a man with a cursory title of viscount
but Giles rejects his upbringing due to his father pushing his mother and him out of the
house when he was young Now when his half brother George starts to set his sights on
Maggie will he be willing to finally accept his position This was a great historical romance
that at times seemed a little drawn out but was definitely worth it in the long run This was a
great political romance story that draws you in A book obsessed chicks review team
selection Secrets can be fun Maggie is not looking for a second chance at love With some
coaxing from her aunt, she is looking for some pleasure Giles feels that he does not
deserve love but will not turn down a tempting offer Secret trysts becomeamid danger I
enjoyed this story very much and recommend it as a fun read. 2.5 starsThis is a worthy
story Well intentioned Hh Writing style a little pedestrian, and some deep seated silliness on
the part of the H But there s little really to take exception to Or love. Yep, I just think Julia
Justiss truly has a gift She s one of the few authors I dare compare to the actual classic
writers of those times I love her poetic voice and writing style Lady Margaret Roberts and
Viscount Giles Hadley meet while canvassing for opposing political parties in 1832 England
Hadley has personal and humanitarian reasons as to why he wants the power to be
transferred to the common people while Maggie supports the idea that an uneducated man
should not vote on issues he s not familiar with The dialogue about political issues felt

honest and was never boring and had I been to rallies held by either one I could ve been
swayed to either party at any given time I m not too fond of stories with a political subplot
but here it worked perfectly, and it actually helped the plot move along nicely when it was
necessary Maggie is not in the marked for marriage or everlasting love as she s known it
before In fact, the last thing she wants is to fall in love again because the love of her life
died in a terrible accident and she doesn t want to suffer another loss She may be a widow
but she still has a reputation to think of however theshe knows about Giles theshe wants to
be with him, inways than she s willing to accept And of course Giles, being the loving man
that he is, does everything in his power to make sure Maggie is loved in every way possible
Their friendship is palpable through their dialogue as well as their actions so kudos to Julia
for giving me the show instead of the tell There was enough sexual tension that never
bordered on the unbelievable The main characters were charming and smart and witty and I
just loved that the hero was never over powering or over protective, he was just a normal
man trying to do something good with his life The whole book was just great and I m giving
it 5 stars because I just loved it so D I was gifted a copy of this story in exchange for an
honest review Giles is a Radical politician He believes there are new ideas coming to
England and he wants to be one of the people who make those new ideas into reality He
will become an Earl eventually but goes by the name Giles Hadley He has been estranged
from his father since he was a child Everything he has accomplished has been by his own
intelligence, talents and determination.Lady Margaret is the widowed daughter of a very
conservative member of the House of Lords She acts as his hostess, campaigns for
candidates and generally is a very involved political woman At a time when women were
considered chattel, she is a very forward thinking woman.When these two people meet,
there is an immediate connection They are physically attracted to one another, but they also
are very happy to find someone with whom to share ideas Even if they are on different
sides of issues, they enjoy the discussions.Both Lady Margaret and Giles are terrific
characters Their intelligence and shared sense of humor create wonderful conversations
They are honorable people who start an affair which could harm both of them politically as
well as personally But the attraction is too strong to ignore.This book brings the political
atmosphere to life It also shows that even in the 19th century, some politicians could be self
involved jerks The plot is well developed as well as informative The secondary characters
add to the texture of the story Each of them bring some story development and some humor
to the book.Ms Justiss is a very talented author who writes a book which holds the reader s
interest as well as entertains the reader In this book, the only thing I would have liked would
bedevelopment of the political side of the story.This plot of this book is different I liked that
There is a slight mystery which comes up toward the end of the book I liked that The dialog
between Giles and Maggie is very entertaining I liked that I liked this book very much.I
received this book from the author in the hope I would write a fair and honest review All
opinions are my own. While campaigning for her cousin s elections, Lady Margaret Roberts

is caught in the middle of a brouhaha and rescued by a handsome man with the most
beautiful blue eyes Maggie has been a widow and never intends to fall in love again,
however that does not preclude a dalliance of some sort, especially with someone like the
man with the unforgettable eyes Giles Hadley detests his title of Viscount of Lyndlington his
family s history is quite complicated and his relationship with his half brother George Hadley
is extremely tense Giles feels immediately drawn to the lovely widow, but upon hearing that
George might be asking for her hand, Giles is determined to find out , particularly after Giles
and Maggie have met several times, not so accidentally Ms Justiss takes her historical facts
very seriously, and the Whig Tory rivalry as well as the Reform form the background for the
romance in FORBIDDEN NIGHTS WITH THE VISCOUNT Although the political angle is
particularly interesting, I felt there was a bit too much to my taste Amidst the political
intrigue, there is much tiptoeing around the eventual affair between Maggie and Giles while
frissons of anticipation hover around them, and flirtatious banter abound I was particularly
impressed with how accurately the author describes that feeling of infatuation, of slowly
falling under the sensual spell of another Julia Justiss prose is sublime, as usual, the
dialogues are witty, and the characters are realistic and well fleshed out There are also a
few quite sizzling sex scenes, which proves that sometimes politics and sex do make good
bedfellows I received a complimentary copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.
Giles and Maggie are from opposing political parties Giles is a Radical wanting equal rights
for all, marriage only when both parties want it and notitles Maggie wants titles and property
to be governed by those who have held the title and generations that worked at keeping it
that way She also believes that reform is bad Giles has been estranged from his father
since he was five and thought it was his father s doing That hurt has lead him to most of his
beliefs in politics Now he meets Maggie and the connection is instant, but will he get what
he wants or find somethingMaggie married her childhood friend and love only to lose him
She then has an engagement that was broken Now encountering Giles has given her new
thoughts and challenges to think on and leaves her to wonder if she will do what is right or
getthan she bargained for This is an amazing, brilliant and compelling story full of complex
characters and a mystery to boot I had a hard time putting it down to work or finish
household items You will fall in love with ALL the characters even the secondary ones.
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in the new and exciting Hadley s Hellions series Well written with engaging and entertaining
characters The storyline is fast paced with intrigue, passionate kisses, learning to love
again and finding a new HEA There are many facets to the characters and the storyline I
thoroughly enjoyed this story and look forward to readingof Hadley s Hellions A very
enjoyable read I would strongly recommend reading this story I have enjoyed Ms Justiss
stories and this one was no different I thoroughly enjoyed and look forward to readingof
Hadley s Hellions A captivating read Fans of Historical Romance and Regency England are
sure to enjoy this one I strongly recommend picking this one up for your reading pleasure
Received for an honest review from the author Rating 4.5Heat rating Sweet Reviewed by
AprilR, courtesy of My Book Addiction and More `Kindle ? Forbidden Nights with the
Viscount ? Away From Society S Prying Eyes After Suffering The Loss Of Her Beloved
Husband, Quick Witted Lady Margaret Roberts Has Sworn Off The Pursuit Of Passion That
Is, Until She Meets Giles Hadley Bitterly Estranged From His Family, Reluctant Viscount
Giles Knows All Too Well The Devastation Of An Unhappy Marriage So While He Is
Prepared To Indulge In An Illicit Affair, He Must Beware, For Spirited Maggie Awakens In
Him Something Even Forbidden The Desire To Claim Her As His Wife
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